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Making the most of platforms: a policy research agenda

Diane Coyle
Executive Summary

Digital platforms are proliferating in many countries and many sectors of the economy. Platforms create immense value, for their customers and also for their suppliers. Yet all too often they are seen only through the lens of the ‘disruption’ of incumbents, resulting in a narrow debate about whether platforms should be more heavily regulated. Yet the right questions are: what policy framework will ensure the immense benefits are encouraged and widely shared; what will help create new platforms, and sustain healthy competition and innovation; and how can unwelcome aspects of platform behaviour be avoided?

For businesses, for policymakers and regulators, and for economic researchers, this revolution raises many questions. Despite an explosion of interest in platforms, and a rapidly-growing body of research, there are many open questions. What’s more, much of the existing research centres on the United States, with its distinctive economic and social context. There is a need for more European research, including looking at why there are not more big European platforms contributing to innovation and growth. This report outlines the present state of knowledge about platforms and sets out some of the important issues for research and policy. Policies should be assessed from the perspective of the contribution platforms can make to productivity and growth, and above all to the welfare of the many millions of people using them.

This paper gives a broad overview of theory and evidence to date on digital platforms and aims to set out the issues that remain to be addressed by researchers, policymakers, and the platform businesses themselves. The distinctive economic characteristics of platforms, their global scope and their rapid evolution make for a rapidly-changing landscape in which traditional policy tools and business strategies do not apply, and there are many questions to be answered.

After describing platforms and their basic economic characteristics, the paper turns to questions of business strategy and platform design, exploring why platforms make the choices they do and asking what challenges these pose for regulators. The issue of trust is key to the regulatory questions: platforms have no business if their users do not trust them so the question is the extent to which the means they use to sustain trust avert the need for detailed new regulation. This is a heated debate in the context of ‘sharing economy’ platforms, where it is important for policies to be based on solid research given the lobbying on both sides of the debate. The first step for regulators is to require the platforms to provide the data needed for an independent assessment; almost all the data available so far has been that provided by the platforms themselves.

The straightforward regulatory questions are not the only important policy challenges. Other issues needing research and discussion include: the incentives platforms have to innovate – an acute issue in the case of the advertising-funded media platforms; the ownership of information and social and legal rules around data sharing; the determinants of consumer switching between platforms. Above all, economists need to develop practical tools for competition authorities, given the fact that previous intuitions and rules do not apply in the platform context. While it is true to say every case is different when it comes to platforms, competition authorities at least need standard procedures for analysing each specific context.

There are still more profound questions. Why does Europe not have any home-grown digital platforms on the scale of Google, Uber, Airbnb or Facebook? Can platforms do a better job in providing some services such as transport or traffic management than traditional public sector providers – and if so, why should they not do so? What is in fact the evidence about the extent to which platforms are changing ways of working and therefore an uncomfortable fit with the traditional structures of social
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provision, taxation and employment protection? So there is an extensive and – given the speed of change – an urgent research and policy agenda.

In the public debate there has been a tendency, perhaps understandable, to focus on the platforms’ threats to established ways of doing business. But it is more important to ensure the knowledge and policies are in place to take advantage of the opportunities. Platforms provide compelling benefits to their millions of users. Europe needs more of them, and the sooner we have a policy landscape establishing the principles of competition and regulation, the better.
What are platforms and why are they important now?

‘Platform’ is the term increasingly used for hybrid entities using digital technology as an interface between the users or consumers of a product or service and its suppliers. They share some of the features of: traditional businesses co-ordinating a supply chain; intermediaries or wholesalers connecting smaller suppliers to markets; networks connecting end-users to each other; and exchanges or market places where individual suppliers and buyers meet to trade. The innovative character of platforms in co-ordinating economic activities is reflected in the fact that different terms are used, and different strands of economic research involved, including the pioneering work of Jean Tirole and others on two-sided markets, an older literature on networks, and recent work on market design.²

There have long been examples of economic institutions or organisations that could be characterised as platforms. A traditional bazaar is one instance, acting as a known location for merchants and customers to meet and exchange. More recent examples include payments card networks enabling transactions between consumers and retailers; or operating systems co-ordinating the technical standards and terms of engagement for programme developers and computer users. And some forms are very new, such as the ‘sharing economy’ peer-to-peer platforms.

It is surprisingly hard to pin down a definition of platforms, however, as they have characteristics of firms and of markets, involving both production and exchange; and they involve different kinds of co-ordinating mechanism – sometimes technical standards, sometimes exchange algorithms, sometimes social norms. In a sense, a platform is a business strategy as much as a kind of organisation, and some firms operate both one and two-sided lines of business (such as Amazon as a retailer and Amazon Marketplace). The typology below is one attempt to categorise platforms but others would certainly be plausible, and there are examples of platforms that would not fit comfortably into any of the boxes.³

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Intermediation</th>
<th>Exchange</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B to B</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>platforms</td>
<td>Payment cards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


³ See both David Evans (2009) and Annabelle Gawer (2014).
| B to C | AWS, software OS, games consoles | Ad-funded media, phone networks, Zoopla, travel booking | Ebay, Amazon Marketplace |
| P to P | Sharing economy work platforms (Thumbtack, Taskrabbit) | Social media, UberX | Sharing platforms eg UberPool, Airbnb, home swaps. Kidney exchanges |

B to B: business-to-business (wholesale); B to C: business-to-consumer (retail); P to P: peer-to-peer.

Platforms are a new way of addressing the fundamental problem of economic organization, how to co-ordinate the supply and demand (of millions of individuals in the case of consumer markets) in the absence of complete information. Traditional markets co-ordinate using location, as in the old-fashioned marketplace, or time, as in financial market auctions. Platforms achieve improved co-ordination using technology. Participants do not need to be co-located, and while individual transactions happen very quickly, they do not all need to occur at the same time.

The importance of information for the economy is well understood. In a classic 1945 article, Hayek made the point that the price system in a market economy is a decentralised mechanism for effective co-ordination when everyone has some unique information about their own preferences, or costs. But many economic transactions take place within firms, rather than in marketplaces, reflecting Coase’s insight that sometimes the transactions costs involved in a market exchange would be higher due to asymmetries of information or an absence of clearly-defined property rights. He pointed out that changes in information technology (the telephone) and in management techniques could change the optimal size and organisation of a firm.

It is not surprising then that the steep decline in the cost of exchanging information would alter transactions costs and therefore the kind of economic organisations that exist. The cost of information and communication technologies has been falling extremely rapidly for some time now, but some more recent innovations have opened the way for the growth of platforms as a model. In particular, access to ubiquitous fast broadband via wifi or 3G/4G and the exponential growth of smartphone ownership means platforms that connect many individuals at any time are now viable.

Technology is therefore an important element in the emergence of digital platforms. Another set of innovations has been an important enabler of certain kinds of platforms, from the discipline of ‘market
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design’, the strand of economics devising algorithms for matching heterogeneous demand and supply in a context of incomplete information. The computer science and economics approaches have converged in these examples, where the matching is highly co-ordinated. Finally, the context of economies with increasingly varied types of goods and services on offer, and increasing scope for customisation, have increased the value of the matching technologies.

The basic economics of platforms

How do platforms create value, as compared with more traditional forms of business organisation? Why do they seem able to disrupt so many conventional businesses? Why are non-monetary platforms in the ‘sharing economy’ now proliferating as well?

Platforms capture additional value for their participants, value that was previously out of reach. Apart from the intrinsic value of communication, there is better and faster matching of supply and demand, and a more efficient allocation of resources. Platforms can help overcome market failures – such as those arising with information goods (books, music, software) whose characteristics are unknown in advance – by building trust through their peer review mechanisms or payment mechanisms. Indeed, in the case of such ‘experience’ goods, platforms enable consumers not only to satisfy their preferences but also to discover new ones: think of the range of music discovery available through a platform like Spotify, with its discovery and recommendation algorithms, compared with the limited playlist of a traditional radio station. These matching and discovery benefits occur alongside the parallel revolution in the means of distribution thanks to the internet. In addition, there is more intensive use of under-utilised assets. This includes assets such as houses or cars in the case of sharing economy platforms, and those such as network infrastructure or investments in the case of other types of platform. Capital productivity is potentially increased. In short, platforms make markets work better. For successful platforms, these efficiency gains are large indeed. They potentially benefit all participants, those on both sides of the platform as well as the platform’s owners (although, as with any form of social organisation, may also have some negative characteristics).

Platforms enable interactions or exchanges that make all participants better off by more, the more people take part on the other side of the platform; there are indirect network effects. The platform benefits buyers by co-ordinating sellers, and sellers by co-ordinating buyers. Without the platform, transactions costs would make it impossible for the resulting exchanges to take place. An old economy example is advertising-funded television, which gathers the audience for advertisers and pools advertising revenues to create programmes for audiences. An early vintage new economy example is Ebay, which makes it possible to sell or purchase niche products – such as the broken laser pointer of its founding story – because it assembles large enough numbers of buyers and sellers. And a new digital example is Airbnb, which is bringing new supplies of short-term accommodation to market because it is a go-to site for travellers, and is a go-to site because it has a large number of properties listed. Some platforms (such as social media networks) also feature direct network effects.

The indirect network effects make it vital to get the right balance between providers and consumers on the platform, which depends on pricing to both sides. In their classic early paper in this literature, Rochet and Tirole make this central to the definition of a two-sided market: “The price structure matters, and the platform must design it so as to bring both sides on board.” There is in general one side of the platforms whose participants subsidize those on the other side. The subsidy will go to the side whose demand is more sensitive to price, and the two prices will be related to each other depending on how much benefit each side gains from the presence of the other. This relationship between prices on the two (or more) sides of the market connected by platforms, and the cross-subsidy greatly complicates competition assessments.

Another influence on price structure is the strength of consumers’ desire for variety: the stronger it is, the more likely it is that the platform will charge the suppliers (although not inevitably, as suppliers sometimes themselves provide the variety). Hence video game platforms subsidise consumers who prefer to have lots of games and make most profit from developers, whereas operating system
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software makes most of its profit from consumers and subsidises developers. Another factor is the extent to which the prices are public, or instead known only to the platform and each individual supplier. The information asymmetry could alter the platform’s pricing strategy if it needs to entice consumers onside by reassuring them they are not being taken advantage of.

If the platform gets it wrong, and sets the price too high for consumers so there are few of them participating, the price suppliers are willing to pay to access the platform will be lower. Discouraging participation on one side by getting the price wrong can lead to a downward spiral in the number of transactions. Conversely, a positive feedback loop can lead to rapid growth in transaction volumes when a platform manages to attract consumers, which attracts more suppliers, which attracts more consumers, and so on. New platforms therefore need to reach a critical mass beyond which the positive feedback operates.

Often, both consumers and suppliers will use several different platforms (called multihoming). Somebody wanting to book a holiday has every reason to look at many websites, while a property owner similarly will probably advertise on several platforms to reach a larger number of potential holiday-makers. However, many platforms (such as operating systems, estate agencies) have single-homing on one side, creating a competitive bottleneck, and multi-homing on the other side. There are also some examples of platforms dominating their markets because of the scale of the indirect network effects. Social media, search, and operating systems are examples: the benefits to consumers of everybody using the same platform or standard are compelling. This too poses significant challenges for competition policy, explored below.

In older networks, such as telephone networks, the co-ordination of the two sides of the market comes about partly because of a standard set externally, for example technical standards such as GSM for mobile telephony, or regulatory actions such as the allocation of spectrum bands or phone numbering. Telecoms companies still offer benefits from co-ordination, and still need to price outgoing and incoming calls appropriately to balance them, as well as set interchange fees and protocols between their individual networks. Newer platforms largely internalise the network externalities and determine how the benefits so captured are shared. The realisation of the value from the externalities – the better matching of supply and demand, the reduced transactions costs on the platform – means there is scope for everybody to benefit. So now that technology and organisational design mean platforms can exist, it is no wonder that they are spreading so quickly.

An interesting area for economists (and platforms) looking at the dynamics of platform growth is the influence of social preferences on demand. Platforms often create the impression of great demand for invitations at the beta stage by sending personalised and apparently exclusive invitations to join. Here is one recent example from Blendle, a news aggregator platform.
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How effective are such tactics? How do they compare to ‘viral’ campaigns that at least appear not to come from the platform but from individual users? Is there a point at which they can backfire by undermining exclusivity – a consideration for dating platforms, for example, which might want to trade off a wide choice for each user of the platform against the appearance of social exclusivity.  

**Business model choices**

Since the early research on two-sided markets and platforms, there has been a proliferation of work looking at the organisation of these new digital businesses, although there remain many interesting questions.

To think about the choice of a platform as business model, consider the transactions costs in the case of a platform as opposed to a traditional firm with contracts with suppliers and sells its product on to consumers, in a conventional supply chain. (There is of course also a large literature about firms’ choice between vertical integration and contracts with external suppliers.) The advantage of a platform lies in its ability to reduce consumers’ or buyers’ search costs and to reduce shared transaction costs between the various sides, to a greater extent thanks to direct contact between suppliers and customers. For example, Amazon as an online retailer has the advantage of large economies of scale and its significant investments in logistics. Amazon as a platform has additional advantages: adding Marketplace added indirect network effects. Google started as a one-sided search business and has steadily added more ‘sides’ beginning with AdWord and AdSense. The business landscape is changing in many countries as traditional businesses try to capture the advantages of two-sided or multi-sided operation, and existing platforms increase the number of ‘sides’ to increase the network effects they can capture, and share with their users on all sides. This flux is often labelled ‘convergence’. As Hagiu (2007) puts it: “Indirect network effects generate powerful demand-side economies of scale and scope, which, combined with technology, render industry barriers quite porous and easy to straddle with sound MSP expansion strategies.”

Hagiu and Wright (2016) argue that the decision between traditional vertically integrated organization of the firm and platform organization reflects the allocation of control over the transaction and the extent of moral hazard affecting the firm and its employees or contractors. They see the control (over pricing, bundling, marketing, delivery and so on) by individual agents as a key distinction between a platform and other models of business organisation. The choice of model is not always obvious. For example, a traditional consultancy employs professionals directly whereas a platform matches independent consultants setting their own fees to clients. The quality of the individual consultants’ work is hard to monitor. “A key tradeoff emerges between the need to coordinate decisions such as marketing that generate spillovers across professionals (best achieved by a vertically integrated firm) and the need to both motivate unobservable effort by professionals (best achieved by a MSP).”

The structure of prices – to balance the two sides – is critical, and the decision has been extensively explored in the literature. As well as the choice of which side to subsidise, the platform needs to decide what mix of access or membership fees and usage or per unit fees to charge. The determinants will include: the variety of consumers’ tastes (which makes suppliers less good substitutes for each other); the extent of multihoming by consumers and by suppliers; and the risk of a hold-up of suppliers by a platform (when for example they have to incur costs to get onto the platform).

In reality, the choices are not always obvious, especially for new platforms, and there is much trial and error. For example, the use of mobile telephones spread more slowly initially in the United States than in Europe due to the choice of ‘receiving party pays’ pricing in the US rather than the ‘calling party pays’ adopted in Europe. And while often consumers are subsidised, a few platforms are the opposite way round. The structure of incentives needed to establish a new platform might well be different from
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those required for an established platform; much of the literature explores already-established platforms.

An important category of platforms offer a free online service to consumers and are funded by advertising. This includes many media platforms; subscription models are relatively rare. The peculiarity of these markets is that while advertisers want access to consumers, consumers typically do not want (much of) the advertising. In addition, the economic characteristics of information as a good are quite distinctive, in that it has strong public good characteristics and typically high fixed costs but low or zero marginal costs. There is a large literature on media, which is of course also a special case because of its cultural, civic and political importance.13

Early platforms were more likely to set prices using an auction mechanism, but auctions are decreasingly popular – Ebay’s progressive move from auctions to traditional pricing is the obvious example. Economists have also expected platforms to practice price discrimination more than they seem to, or in other words to use the information they hold about each individual buyer to set different prices and increase the platform’s profit at the expense of consumers (or suppliers). In fact this seems a far bigger concern in theory than in reality. There is some evidence of concern about price discrimination in the form of websites (such as Sherrif) that collect price information so individuals can check the price they face against the price paid by others. Some instances of online price discrimination have been identified.14 But there is no real evidence of widespread price discrimination on an individual basis, as opposed to the use of mechanisms (such as premium delivery charges) to identify groups of customers. Some economists have been puzzled that there is not more price discrimination, especially as consumers are very used to price discrimination by airline and travel websites, even to the extent of often knowing the price will change if the site is checked twice from the same IP address. This might just reflect the ease of consumer switching online, but perhaps in the combination of the retreat of auctions and the absence of price discrimination there is more to understand about the advantages of simple pricing rules.

With such a recent phenomenon, there are also questions about the evolution of platforms. Is it just a matter of time before platforms drive out incumbents with traditional business models, or before the incumbents switch organizational model? Might some platforms indeed evolve toward becoming traditional supply chain intermediaries with users on each side not having direct contact with each other? Certainly, some incumbent industries fear the former will occur, and are either calling for regulatory protection. Alternatively some are taking action by acquiring platforms. Recently Accor purchased the luxury accommodation platform One Fine Stay and Enterprise car rentals purchased City Car Club.

It is also interesting to ask why some platforms have failed. An early crop of B2B platforms failed and have not (yet) been replaced by newcomers, raising the question as to whether platforms will largely succeed because they can co-ordinate large number of end-consumers: are they therefore largely a retail proposition or were the early B2B failures simply due to design mistakes now understood and avoided by platforms?15 Are newer B2B models now emerging, able to create more extra value than the earlier examples?

There are likely to be sectors less vulnerable to disruption by platforms. Platforms may be successful for one-off transactions but not for repeated transactions. In the latter case, buyers who find a seller suiting their needs through the platform will be tempted to carry out future transactions off the platform. This is a common problem for temporary employment agencies, which try to mitigate the risk by imposing a charge when an employer hires permanently one of their temporary workers. It is harder for an employment platform to monitor when this occurs, and so their charging structure is more often an upfront access fee rather than an ongoing usage fee.

On the other hand, there might yet prove to be disruptive platform entry in some surprising sectors. For example, electricity transmission and distribution has traditionally been a highly centralized
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network because electricity is generated by a few large power stations. If more generation in future comes from (say) small-scale photovoltaics, so many people supply power to the grid as well as consuming it, this could become a platform industry, and there are already some start-ups. Likewise, airports could be redesigned as platforms for matching travelling to flights. "Airlines prefer to operate at airports which are attractive to passengers and passengers enjoy airports where they can access more air links and destinations, as well as a wide range of shops and restaurants, and convenient parking and transportation facilities."  

As these examples, and others demonstrate, new platform businesses piggy-back on traditional physical networks. There is a rich literature on some aspects of this. The vigorous net neutrality debate, for instance, is concerned with the allocation of cost and division of value between the physical platform and the business platform using it. However, the fact that platform business models are becoming so widespread could intensify this debate about who pays for underlying backbone networks, and who gets the increased economic value of platforms serving downstream markets. The economic analysis needs to apply from end to end of the whole network infrastructure rather than any single platform component. Sometimes this is alluded to by the description of industry sectors in terms of ‘ecosystems’ (rather than linear supply chains). There is little work on how to value a business network or ecosystem as a whole and how to analyse the division of value between its components, but this is surely an important question. Regulatory and competition analysis needs to take into account the links between the components, and beware of the unintended consequences elsewhere of intervention in one part of the system. There are many issues here, both in terms of research and business practice, and not least because the relevant ecosystems will almost always cross national borders.

As the spread of platforms is such a recent phenomenon, there is much still to understand about the dynamic evolution of the model. One question is how and when a platform reaches the tipping point for viability. It would be interesting to bring to this question any business strategy lessons from network economics about how specific network structures develop; percolation thresholds in random networks have been well explored but not with the incorporation of economic incentives. Another question is whether platforms themselves will face new forms of competition, for example from automated vehicles or online personal assistants.

**Platform design**

There are several important aspects of market design explored in the economics literature, yet also many further interesting questions. Although one of the most important decisions the platform has to make concerns its pricing structure, there are many other design issues.

Researchers should be aiming to combine the insights of the two-sided models of industrial organisation with those of the matching market design literature. This is particularly the case with so-called sharing economy platforms, growing very rapidly now, whose defining characteristic is their peer-to-peer nature. The economic value created by sharing economy platforms lies exactly in their ability to capture the efficiencies of improved matching of supply and demand, and reduced search and other transaction costs. The market design literature concerns the algorithmic search and matching process, but has so far not paid much attention to the business organization questions such as how to design the platform to balance the different sides and reach critical mass. For example, one natural extension would be to make demand and/or supply endogenous, or in other words make the arrival of new users on each side depend on the past evolution of the platform.

Another important design choice for the platform is whether it will capture efficiencies simply by better matching of diverse supply and demand, or whether it is more a question of a ‘liquid’ platform with a large amount of participants on each side so people can accomplish a transaction in a more homogeneous service very quickly. In other words, is the platform differentiated or commoditized?
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Examples of the former include marketplaces such as Ebay or Etsy or professional worker platforms such as Thumbtack, where buyers might be looking for a very specific item or service. An example of the latter is UberX, where the user’s main requirement is getting a car as fast as possible but the identity of the driver (subject to some minimum standards) is not relevant. A further question is how to ensure a ‘thick’ or adequately liquid market in the absence of the traditional means of co-ordination in space and/or time. Platforms seem to use their classification and recommendation systems to achieve this; and there might be lessons to learn from the literature on agglomeration economies.21 There will be subtleties in this choice, when it comes to evaluating the economic welfare outcomes. As Budish (2015) has observed, high-frequency trading platforms appear to be highly liquid and commoditized, with ultra-rapid diffusion of information; but considered at the small time intervals relevant to computerized trading, these markets are actually not very liquid at all. Budish shows that liquidity would be improved in the sense of each cleared market being thicker (and welfare gains more evenly divided) if there were regulation to limit the frequency of trading.

Platforms often change the scope of their activities over time. This strategy of ‘envelopment’ whereby some platforms incorporate new kinds of activity from their position of strength in existing activities sometimes concerns competition authorities – although arguably not enough. Thus for instance Airbnb recently announced plans to expand into the markets for tours and other leisure activities.20 This strategy exercises competition authorities, as can be seen from the cases in which Google has come under increasing scrutiny as it has added more and more activities – such as maps and books – in addition to its basic search and advertising. However, Google has also purchased nearly 200 companies in a range of markets with no regulatory intervention (because existing tools for market definition and assessment of market power cannot deal with it). Yet the strategy is understandable in terms of the power of network externalities, which make acquiring more customers extremely valuable. Design is one way to do so, but so are advertising and marketing spend on other platforms, as well as the acquisition of ‘neighbouring’ platforms.

**Trust**

One fundamental dimension of platform design is creating mechanisms that establish trust between buyers and sellers.21 Without a repeated relationship, it is harder to create the trust that enables a transaction, and so platforms have a number of strategies for building trust. Ratings systems are one method that has been considered in a number of papers – including the scope for gaming ratings, and the bias towards giving good ratings.22 Other trust-building techniques include provision of payment and sometimes escrow mechanisms through the platform, or sanctions against ‘misbehaving’ suppliers. Platforms also spend considerable sums on marketing; while this is important for building the number of users, it is also the case that just as in conventional businesses, establishing a brand reputation is important for creating trust.

In practice, platforms implement a wide range of rules concerning access and participation, technical standards, contracts and so on. These rules are intended to manage uncertainty and share risk; to overcome or mitigate information asymmetries; and to co-ordinate their ‘ecosystem’ in a complex environment. Boudreau and Hagiu suggest that platforms in fact act as ‘regulators’ or rule-making governance institutions in the context of many market failures and co-ordination problems – and that they indeed substitute for the need for government regulation: “MSPs are in a unique position to be focal, private regulators by virtue of the one-to-many asymmetric relationship between them and the other players.”23 In effect, the platform aims to maximize the value generated by its entire ecosystem and so influence decisions taken off the platform as well. The variety of approaches taken by different platforms over time suggests there is much still to understand here about a range of choices, such as whether or not to be open or closed, which standards to adopt, how to write contracts to share risk and induce the revelation of private information, and how these levers interact with price-setting. A particularly interesting context is the challenge of designing a two-sided market when both sides have
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private information. Social welfare would be maximized when the design mechanism gives both sides an incentive to reveal their true preferences or costs; but if it did this, the platform would make a loss because the price buyers are willing to pay will be at or below the price sellers need to be paid.\footnote{Loetscher et al (forthcoming)}

Their fundamental need to establish trust raises the question of whether platforms can in effect act as a kind of self-regulatory organization. The interests of the platform will often be at least partly aligned with those of its users, and with finding a reasonable balance between benefits for buyers and sellers, including when transfers are not possible. Sundararajan (2016) argues that much of the regulation of platform markets can indeed be left to platforms. Uber wants to ensure its drivers are safe and insured (in some countries, Uber drivers are indeed more likely than traditional taxis to be insured and are therefore seen as safer); Airbnb wants hosts not to lie about the quality of the accommodation and guests not to trash their rooms.\footnote{Sundararajan (2016), Chapter 6} The technology itself offers safety features such as GPS tracking, or the ability to record through photos. He suggests that self-policing is more effective in achieving the desired outcomes. For instance, although formal regulations about safety standards in hotels can seem on the face of it better at protecting consumers, they might in reality only be inspected once at the opening of a hotel; whereas Airbnb guests can give constant quality feedback through the rating system and the platform is strongly incentivized to ensure this is effective. (Similarly, TripAdvisor ratings may do a better job than formal regulation and inspection in monitoring hotel standards.) Formal regulation would then only be required to address other externalities, such as the increased noise and carelessness of many short-term visitors in a residential neighbourhood. Even then, Sundarajan optimistically suggests, social norms will evolve in this new market that could make government intervention unnecessary. This is surely an open question, given instances of, for example, discriminatory behaviour. For example, Edelman et al (2016) find experimental evidence of racial discrimination by suppliers to online platforms. If discrimination were to prove more systematically prevalent on platforms than in traditional businesses, governments may want to introduce measures to ensure compliance with equality laws.

This discussion touches on another strand of transactions cost economics. While Coase and his successors focused on business organization, Elinor Ostrom looked at the conditions for informal social co-operation to succeed. While she studied the provision of collective goods such as water for irrigation, or policing, her argument about the scope for self-organised regulation when there are major externalities or information asymmetries seems highly relevant in the context of platforms. The likelihood of successful outcomes depends on factors such as the level of trust and social norms, she concluded. Ostrom’s design principles for organization in such conditions could perhaps extend to sharing economy platform design, or be amended for them. Alternatively, could they inform the regulatory approach to the sharing economy, implementing regulation in terms of design principles rather than specific characteristics of each platform.

Ostrom’s institutional design principles:

- **Rules are clear** about who is entitled to what
- **Monitoring** is feasible and straightforward
- **There are mechanisms for resolving conflicts**
- Individual **duties correspond to the benefits** they gain
- **Users** themselves responsible for monitoring and enforcement
- **Sanctions should start mild and get progressively tougher**
- Decisions need to be **legitimate** – users participate and have authority to make decisions

These open an interesting line of thought about the potential of platforms to deliver social benefits where there are indirect network externalities. Do they offer a form of collective organisation that is not driven (only) by individual profit or gain, but is not state-organised? This is certainly the promise held out by
some ‘sharing economy’ platforms. Their origins lie in the application of digital technology to non-monetary and socially beneficial exchanges – moving away from this spirit could help explain why some for-profit sharing economy platforms have become rather controversial.

Sharing economy platforms

The growth of the so-called sharing economy has been a notable recent phenomenon, sufficiently rapid to have gained significant attention. Big companies in this sector – Uber and Airbnb – have prompted a great deal of commentary about their business model and practices, and calls (often from incumbents) for specific regulation. The number seems to be accelerating. For instance, in the UK the Office for National Statistics estimated there were 50 sharing economy platforms in 2015, up from 10 in 2010. Interestingly, it reported that more than half of these reported their activity as being ‘business services or finance’ so including peer-to-peer lending platforms and crowdfunding platforms. There are some studies on this sector, but the apparent speed of its growth warrants more study. While the UK is in the lead in terms of the amount raised by crowdfunding, France, Germany and Sweden have also seen rapid growth in the sector.

The distinction between sharing economy platforms and other types of platform is not a sharp one, and is arguably mainly marketing. But sharing economy platforms can be characterised as aiming to match many suppliers and many consumers (or in other words they are peer-to-peer), where the suppliers are able to use more intensively through the platform an asset they own, such as an apartment, car, tool or skill. The technology – the combination of matching algorithm, pervasive internet connectivity and digital device – make it feasible to rent out the asset when it is not in use because transactions and search costs have been lowered so dramatically.

These basic economic characteristics mean sharing economy platforms are viable when there is sufficient heterogeneity in demand and when there are no large economies of scale in supply. Individuals are choosing whether to buy or rent an asset, and the ownership decision will depend on their intensity of usage, the price in the rental market, and in some cases (a second apartment) income or access to credit. P2P platforms are likely to result in reduced purchasing of durable assets and increased renting, and owners and renters will achieve the same marginal benefit. Like other
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platforms, online ratings systems are also a key part of the design problem, to establish trust. In addition, interface design and the presentation of search results seem empirically very important.\(^{28}\)

There are costs in bringing under-used assets to the new rental markets, including labour costs and the opportunity cost of not using the asset. In addition, supplying to the platform will include costs that depend on how easy it is to plan and implement making the asset available in relevant units of time. Sharing economy platforms devote considerable effort to making this easier — for example, Airbnb advises hosts on remote key exchange and suitable insurance policies. There is also some reintermediation, with start-ups entering the market to provide these rental-facilitating services, such as Airsorted for Airbnb hosts. The platform can also provide economies of scale for individual asset owners in providing services such as handling payments and disputes. The platform has strong incentives to reduce the cost to suppliers of bringing their under-used assets to the market.

The experience of some sharing economy start-ups suggests these costs, and the platform’s costs and fees, mean there is unlikely to be a ‘Uber-for-everything’ model, however.\(^{29}\) In addition to the characteristics described above, there will need to be enough of a gap between offline search costs and the additional online bring-to-market costs, even when online search costs are so greatly reduced. For example, finding a cleaner by word of mouth is not much different in total (search plus money) costs from hiring one via Taskrabbit (lower search cost but higher monetary cost including platform fee).

The welfare benefits for individual participants in sharing economy platforms seem likely to be large. Not only is there the revealed preference argument — that there are many outside options so nobody would drive for UberX or rent an apartment via Airbnb if they did not benefit — there is also a distributive argument in that people previously unable to purchase assets will gain access to using them. There are also pure efficiency gains from the more intensive usage of durable assets and the improved matching of heterogeneous demand and supply. The platform’s profits (in a competitive context at least) are highest when it achieves a balance (in terms of value to each side) between renters and owners, which occurs when the cost of ownership is not too high (which would mean too few owners — a sharing economy platform for aircraft carriers seems implausible) or too low (which would mean too many owners — there is no platform for sharing saucepans).\(^ {30}\)

However, the sharing economy is controversial. One argument made is that the platforms succeed mainly because they can evade existing regulations. Uber and Airbnb have faced regulatory restrictions in various cities around the world, often at the behest of incumbents. The competitive threat to existing rental companies is serious as the platforms can always offer lower prices and greater variety unless there are significant economies of scale in rentals — for example, high fixed costs of handing over room keys for many guests one night at a time.\(^ {31}\) This is exactly where the platforms put much effort, though, in reducing these kinds of cost. As a result it is not too surprising that conventional rental companies are acquiring P2P platforms. One suggestion is that large-scale sharing economy platforms can only exist where there are high regulatory barriers to entry and therefore much scope for regulatory arbitrage. This could help explain why such a high proportion of P2P start-ups are in fact in the financial sector.

As noted, it is unlikely that the new platforms are significantly more unsafe than established businesses — indeed, they are arguably safer. They have substituted a combination of upfront checks and ongoing monitoring and feedback by users for one-time approval and occasional enforcement checks by regulators. Self-regulation is potentially a more effective option than traditional government regulation, except perhaps where the platforms impose external costs. Some argue that this is a justification for increased regulation of P2P rentals, for example, as Airbnb is resulting in more short-term visitors in residential areas. But this imposes a substantial loss of welfare on Airbnb customers and on residents seeking to use their property more efficiently. Competition — and certainly competition
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combined with peer review mechanisms and technological mechanisms – has the potential to substitute for some regulation to the benefit of all. Simply blocking consumer and supplier access to the potential value unlocked by platforms seems the least appropriate policy response; a better approach is to reassess the regulatory landscape across business models of all types to ensure it is delivering the intended public benefit without imposing unnecessary costs.

The same approach should apply to the other area of controversy, employment via sharing economy platforms. Some critics arguing that it is a ‘gig economy’, represents no more than casualization of the labour force. This controversy has been greatest in the United States, where the outside options for sharing economy workers differ greatly from Europe; the minimum wage is low and job security and conditions are poor for many workers. The distinctions between platforms for professional workers with high human capital (such as Thumbtack) and those for more standardised work such as cleaning or gardening are important. In the former case the individual worker will have more control over their work, will rely more on individual reputation and rating, and will be likely to work on several platforms or off the platform as well. The current legal cases in the United States hinge precisely on questions such as the degree of control the individual has over hours, the way the task is performed, whether they must use platform branding and so on. The focus on employment also overlooks the supplier benefits provided by platforms. Millions of people are able to use their assets (including human capital) more efficiently to make some additional income, often with control over their hours and locations. The platforms provide an on-ramp to the formal labour market for people who might have been out of work for some time – such as mothers who have been caring for children, or the long-term unemployed.

Fundamentally, however, many people distrust the ‘sharing economy’ because it has moved away from its non-profit roots. Even the Financial Times bizarrely complains: “Airbnb has lost its soul. It was the epitome of the sharing economy - and then money got in the way.” Platform models clearly pose a challenge to the existing framework of employee and consumer protection, shaped around traditional business organisations. But it is perverse to argue that the best policy response is to prevent the new models from benefiting workers and consumers, in order to maintain the existing regulatory framework. The European Commission has recently cautioned against over-rigid application of regulations to what it termed the ‘collaborative economy’ platforms, while recognising that taxation and regulation will need to adapt to the new models.

Issues galore

The platform phenomenon is relatively new and evolving rapidly, and it is fair to say there are very many policy questions economists should be helping address. Some of the most pressing – and difficult – are set out briefly here.

Incentives to innovate

There is relatively little work looking at the incentives to innovate as this requires models in which the platforms differ, and these are analytically complex. Belleflamme and Toulemonde suggest that there are direct profit incentives (due to cost reduction) and indirect strategic incentives (due to competition) for platforms to innovate, and these can work against each other. If a cost-reducing innovation will trigger an increase in competition on the side that is subsidized, there can be a negative incentive to innovate. Moreover, platforms will tend to concentrate their innovation on different sides to limit these cross-group competitive effects. Understanding incentives to innovate is an important issue in the context of competition policy (see below). Platforms recovering their costs from suppliers in order to keep consumers on board may make innovation among suppliers less feasible. Platforms that become dominant may have a reduced incentive to innovate themselves. Both sources of innovation need to be considered for a complete welfare analysis.
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Information as a public good
The economics of information are well known to have distinctive characteristics like those of supplying public goods: the initial fixed cost of provision is high, the marginal cost of reproducing is low or zero, and consumption is non-rival ie. many people can consume the information good simultaneously. Creating a for-profit market in information is therefore problematic. Subscription in the case where it is technologically possible (and legally possible via intellectual property protection) to exclude consumers who do not pay is an efficient pricing model from the perspective of the platform, but social welfare will be lower than if the information good is freely available to everyone. The alternative of advertising financed models is discussed below.

Ownership of information
Platforms will invest in information goods only if they can achieve a return, and yet all of the methods of doing so are problematic. One approach is to see the platform as a data factory, investing in the identification of characteristics of participants, data which can then be sold to advertisers or suppliers. Although there seems to be little public concern about the loss of privacy involved, this may be changing as awareness increases, including awareness of the value of personal data. Another possibility is to claim intellectual property rights, legally enforced, and technologically implemented. However, it is clear that the social norms concerning intellectual property are not settled. There is a vigorous literature debating this, not to mention evolving legal case law. One interesting recent example was the claim by John Deere to the US Copyright court that farmers do not in fact own the tractors they buy – contrary to the existing social understanding of ownership. John Deere’s aim was to prevent farmers modifying the complex software and sensors now installed in tractor cabs, and so they claimed (with partial success in the court) that farmers are leasing the company’s intellectual property in the software.

Scale
The need to grow the platform to critical mass, usually with a subsidy to one side of the platform, can make entering a platform a loss-making proposition for some time. The bigger the losses that can be sustained, though, the faster the platform will get to critical scale, and the more rapidly it will grow. Early stage financing at scale is therefore an important competitive advantage. This could explain why the biggest and best-known digital platforms are so often Silicon Valley-based, as they have been able to raise substantial venture capital funding. The EU has always lacked the scale and depth of the American venture capital industry. This gap has become a yet more serious disadvantage, and given the competition and indeed power issues discussed below, it has ever more significant consequences.

Substitutes and complements
There is too little evidence still on the impact of platform entry in important markets such as taxis and accommodation where incumbents claim the platforms are taking advantage of a regulatory vacuum to cannibalise the market. However, these are separate questions. Appropriate regulation is one debate. A separate question is what service the new platforms are in fact substituting for. Are UberX users switching away from incumbent taxi firms, from public transport, from private cars, from walking or cycling, or from staying at home? Is Airbnb substituting for hotels for travelers, or for rental accommodation in cities; is it expanding the demand for accommodation in total? It is not possible to assess either market or indeed environmental impacts without being able to answer such questions. This research is just starting to emerge and clearly depends on data access, at present dependent either on the platforms or on web scraping, both potentially biasing the research. More open access to data is an issue policy makers should address.

Repugnant platforms
There has been little work on the impact of platform models on criminal and anti-social activities such as money laundering, drugs trading and gambling. Clearly it is undesirable for such activities to become more ‘efficient’ and there may be new regulatory and enforcement needs. These platforms themselves face a trade-off between brand recognition/reputation and the probability of prosecution.
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‘Behavioural’ considerations

The existing literature on platforms assumes consumers and suppliers behave rationally, as in conventional economic approaches. But as in any market, ‘behavioural’ considerations can change the analysis profoundly. There are many open questions here about how suppliers and consumers approach their choice of platform, whether to multihome, switching, the trust mechanisms described above, and so on. In particular, it seems natural to explore whether the profit-maximising pricing structure balancing both sides accords with the price structure that will balance the sides of the platform in terms of the psychology of consumers and suppliers. One case study might be the mobile phone pricing question and calling party versus receiving party pays. Economists have no doubt much to learn from management literature on this front.

The problem of free

One obviously important ‘behavioural’ consideration is the compelling consumer psychology of anything free. A number of psychological studies have demonstrated how irresistible consumers find a ‘free’ good even knowing logically that a price is somehow paid, although this may be changing as customers become more accustomed to the time or attention costs involved. Even without this research, the prevalence of ‘free’ services online is testament to this being a compelling model. One question is exactly what value platforms gain from the sale of data or of advertising space, or in other words what price are consumers paying for ‘free’ services and how does this compare to what a subscription model or usage fee model might cost them. Is the veil of the ‘free’ service a means of redistributing surplus from either suppliers or consumers to the platform?

Many consumers are unaware of the extent to which their personal data can be harvested and aggregated, or have some idea but do not care. Google collects almost all the log information, including details of the search queries, telephony log information, IP address, hardware settings and cookies planted by web-sites. While Google promises to protect and not to sell users' privacy and information, it has made billions of dollars through targeted online-advertising. Any individual is unaware of the economic value of his or her private information. One study found that only 15% of the subjects are willing to pay half a penny for preventing data sharing with third parties. In other words, most people significantly underestimate its value. The value of the aggregate information is in fact enormous. The power of big data is well beyond the imagination of many people and opens up a new horizon of online marketing. Even the available privacy protections are incomplete as Muth (2015) has documented.

There are therefore public policy concerns about privacy and transparency. The standard terms and conditions many platforms require consumers to accept are long and confusing, far from the true meaning of transparency. Many people will not bother to read privacy policies at all. The value of personal data is such, though, that search engines and aggregators have strong incentives to shift users’ behaviour by altering ranking algorithms. They also have a strong incentive and the clear ability to favour their own vertically integrated sites, and maximise advertising revenues.
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Online travel agencies (OTAs) have to a large extent replaced traditional high street agencies. Kim et al. (2007) identify nine determinants of successes of OTAs; they are security, ease of use, price, useful and relevant content, visual materials, speed of the website, ability to book all travel arrangement, booking flexibility and sorting options. Customers can search for hotels, local attractions, transportation, and other related goods and services in a centralized way. For example, users of Booking.com can compare prices, facilities, and surroundings of the listed hotels before making a booking through the site without a need for contact with the hotel. Users can check the comments and evaluations by others. Smaller hotels can compete better with bigger corporations since OTAs provide the essential exposure. So on the whole OTAs are seen as having enhanced competition and broadly speaking helped the hotel industry.

While OTAs offer customers a wide variety of choices, their practices may not always enhance consumer welfare. One competition concern is the Most-Favoured Customer (MFC) clauses. Online hotel booking websites, like other online shopping platforms and their respective suppliers, are engaged in a vertical relationship with hoteliers. The most common contractual arrangement is the agency model (Johnson, 2014). Suppliers set the prices of the products on the platform, which receives a commission on each transaction. In the agency model, OTAs and hoteliers usually agree on the MFC clause. The clause obliges the supplier not to sell the same product or service at a lower price through another channel. The MFC can be narrow or wide. A narrow MFC clause ensures the price quoted on the platform is at least at low as the price quoted on the supplier’s own website. It does not prevent the supplier agreeing on a lower price on another platform. A wide MFC clause ensures the price quoted on the platform is the lowest among all platforms, including the supplier’s own website. Since most of the platforms maintain the wide clause with hoteliers, it simply equalizes the prices on all online channels.

The main defense of the MFC clause is that it protects investment by the downstream platforms. If the suppliers can charge a lower price on their own website, they could free-ride on the investment made by the OTAs. Customers might search on the platform, but then book the room on the hotel’s website at a lower price. Therefore, the clause arguably protects the incentive of the platform to invest and innovate. However, Ezrachi (2015) suggests that the wide MFC clause harms customers because it weakens competition among OTAs. The equalization of all prices for the same hotel on all online channels removes the incentive of the OTAs to improve because investments do not help them compete on price. However, the narrow MFC clause is an agreement between one single platform and one hotel, and thus the OTAs can still compete for customers by lowering prices and would try to offer more competitive terms in negotiation with hoteliers.

Competition authorities have been concerned with the adverse effect of the wide MFC clause. Booking.com is the most popular online hotel booking platform in the US, and globally ranking at 112 among all websites. In June 2015, Booking.com settled antitrust cases against it in Sweden, Italy and France. It promised to abandon the wide MFC but still keep the narrow MFC clause. Besides, it also maintains its Best-Price Guarantee. Due to its market power, the promise in fact does not significantly change the competitive dynamics in the industry. Given the global scale of Booking.com, it is very likely that the Best-Price Guarantee will drag the price of a hotel room down to its lowest price elsewhere.

A more recent development is arguably a bigger challenge to the hotel industry; that is the rise of sharing economy and specifically Airbnb.com. The booking and the evaluation systems are basically the same as those of OTAs, except that the commission fee is explicitly added onto the total rent and shown to the customers before paying. Customers can search on the website and pick the one among many properties according to the comments, the location and the price. One study found that a 10% increase in Airbnb listings caused a 0.4% fall in quarterly hotel revenues in Texas (Zervas et al., 2015). The effect is not large for several reasons. A room in a private apartment and a room in a hotel are not perfect substitutes. Some customers may still prefer the quality, the cleanliness, and the service provided by hotels. Furthermore, the supply of private rooms is still limited since not everyone is willing to share their properties for strangers. However, hoteliers complain that sellers on Airbnb.com do not pay the taxes imposed on hotels and can avoid other regulations – although as noted above, the platform’s feedback mechanisms might be a good substitute for certain kinds of regulation. Some research on Airbnb is beginning to emerge. Coyle and Yeung (2016) provide a summary and present some new data on Airbnb in European cities.
It might be possible to start to answer this by looking at the evidence on consumer disbenefits from being served adverts, as well as at the advertising revenues earned by platforms. Rhodes (2011) demonstrates the importance of location on the screen for advertisers; prominence is highly profitable.

Increasingly some consumers are purchasing ad blockers, which indicate the price for those individuals. Another avenue could be the proportion of mobile phone users’ data allowances being absorbed by the download of increasingly bandwidth-hungry advertising. Google’s dominance in terms of advertising revenues is clear, although Facebook is growing rapidly in the mobile ads market.

The online advertising market has become extremely complex with a proliferation of intermediaries and automated trading. In many ways it increasingly resembles the algorithmic, high-frequency trading markets in finance.

It is clear that there is a welfare-destroying arms race between advertisers (via platforms) and consumers. After all, platforms providing ‘free’ services such as search or social networking funded by
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advertising sales are not really matching demand and supply in the same way as platforms charging an explicit price to one side or the other. For consumers do not demand all or much of the advertising. The more consumers are able to ignore or avoid certain kinds of adverts, the more sophisticated, and intrusive, the techniques become: more prominent on the screen, pop-ups over the desired web-page, videos not stills, pre-roll advertising that cannot be skipped, and so on. The platforms are the main beneficiaries of the arms race as they are capturing a growing share of all advertising revenue as advertisers switch away from traditional media. Yet advertisers are paying more for any incremental sales with decreasing returns and pass their advertising costs to consumers; consumers are paying more in indirect ways; but online and mobile advertising revenue is increasing rapidly. There is evidence of substantial fraud in the market.\(^46\) There are some means for consumers to fight back but they involve significant frictions and require sophistication on the part of users.\(^47\)

There is a question as to whether the ‘free’ model acts as an entry barrier too. Just as challenger banks find it almost impossible to enter markets where large incumbent banks minimize consumer switching by offering ‘free’ current accounts, challenger platforms will find it hard to attract sufficient numbers on both sides of the platform to get to viable scale. Although the scale economies of the large incumbents would be daunting anyway, it is possible that entry would be easier in a paid-for world.

It is not obvious that the ‘free’ business model is sustainable, though. One significant question concerns the failure to invest in upstream supply. The most important example concerns journalism and the content industries more generally. The platforms are not making any investment in the continuing provision of the content they provide ‘free’, and the loss of traditional advertising revenues means of course that those publishers are decreasingly able to generate content. How is the special civic role of the media to be safeguarded: “The public sphere is now operated by a small number of private companies, based in Silicon Valley,” according to one digital journalism expert.\(^48\) How can polities sustain investment in journalism, and other forms of national or local cultural content?

Other policy questions include data governance and regulation; the protection of personal privacy; individuals’ own rights over their personal information; and public access to information aggregated by the platforms. This goes beyond the scope of this paper, but economists, other social scientists and lawyers need to offer policy makers and regulators better guidance about these issues. The EU has already intervened the ‘right to be forgotten’ and the cookie law, but as implemented these impose a burden on consumers – to have to request take-down in specific instances, or an irritating extra click on every new webpage when failure to accept cookies actually makes almost all websites unusable. They also create a new entry barrier for other search engines. Intervention must also recognize that there is a trade-off as better privacy protection will impose some costs, including consumers being served less relevant advertising.\(^49\) The regulatory burden needs to fall on the platforms gaining the surplus in this market. The debate could extend to radical proposals such as a requirement to delete personal data after a certain length of time, or an individual right of access to their own combined data. In addition, the online platforms need to be required to provide data for official purposes, just as offline businesses are.

**Consumer behaviour**

Behavioural considerations need to enter into the economic analysis of platforms, including explanations of customer inertia or the psychological cost of each click. The previous section addressed specifically the psychology of ‘free’ and its significant consequences. There are questions concerning norms and ethics, bringing in other dimensions of social science. One area to be explored is the way people’s standards of acceptable behaviour differ online, with aggression and trolling widespread in the absence of the normal social constraints on behaviour. This can have business consequences; the spread of such behaviour is said to have contributed to the decline of MySpace, once dominant in social networking. More recently Microsoft’s AI social bot, Tay, was rapidly
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withdrawn when it too quickly learned from others online to be rude and make unacceptable comments.

Another ethical as well as economic question concerns the ability of social networks and search platforms to influence individual choices. This might be a choice about what to buy, but Facebook caused some controversy with its experiments on whether changes to users’ news feeds could affect their mood or behaviour – including likelihood to turn out to vote. While this seems worthy, the company’s selection of locations and differential impact is not known.

**Platform competition**

In his 1888 novel *Looking Back*, Edward Bellamy envisaged in the year 2000 a world run by one single organisation, the large industrial trusts of his own day having merged and somehow eventually morphed into a single giant public trust. So the fear (or hope) of a dominant organisation goes back a long way. The giant digital platforms – Google, Facebook, Amazon, Apple, seemingly being rapidly joined in their dominance by newcomers such as Uber and Airbnb – are the closest the Bellamy vision has come to being realised. They go far beyond any other commercial entities in the scale and dominance they have achieved. Even in smaller markets than search, social media or operating systems, the tendency for a dominant platform to emerge is clear. For example, Airbnb’s growth suggests it will achieve the same feat in the market for short-stay accommodation. Not surprisingly, platforms pose some significant challenges for competition analysis.
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There is no obvious relationship between price and marginal cost on either side of the platform; at a competitive equilibrium one side will subsidize the other. This means the most obvious litmus test in competition analysis cannot be applied: the ‘SSNIP test’ reasoning of looking at the effects of a ‘small but significant’ price increase does not apply. Regulators cannot draw any conclusions from looking at the price on just one side. The need to keep both sides in the appropriate balance means that any platform that tried to raise prices on one side would risk losing people on the other side, and even entering a downward spiral. In general, positive feedback effects will make demand on all sides of the platform more elastic than might appear to be the case in a simple analysis.

Another basic tool of competition policy, market definition, is also next to impossible to apply in the conventional as well, again because of the feedback link between the two (or more) sides. It is impossible to consider, say, the search and advertising markets separately. One form competition between platforms takes is ‘envelopment’, adding another group of customers on one side and using those revenues to reduce the price charged to the profit-generating side of another platform. Another tool platforms use is the bundling or tying of services in order to cross-subsidise between different groups of users when they are unable to set a negative price to subsidize one side directly. Here too
the standard competition tools can lead to misleading conclusions. Traditional attempts to define a market would often understate the competitive constraints (on another side) on a platform. On the other hand, dominant platforms can also pursue a strategy of envelopment to prevent entry. In any specific case it is always possible to look at the degree of substitutability between the products or services provided by a platform and alternatives, so at least on a case-by-case basis it should always be possible to assess the competitive landscape.

The inapplicability of standard tools leaves a vacuum in competition analysis, yet to be filled by economic analysis. There is a need for more dynamic analysis of the entry, growth and failure of platforms, empirical work looking at the successes and failures as well as analytical work. Many platforms are clearly still experimenting, so there is much to be learned from case studies as well as econometric work. As David Evans notes, “Many firms in a two-sided market have to produce multiple products in order to sell any products at all.” The product set will need to respond to the complex landscape of competing platforms.

What’s more, multihoming (on at least one side) is common in many markets now featuring platforms, such as travel or finance – although the existence of fixed costs and the indirect network effects mean the number of competitors is likely to stay small. The more homogeneous consumer demands, the stronger the indirect network effects and the larger the fixed costs or economies of scale in supply, the fewer platforms will be viable.

Potential for entry seems a key consideration. Where platforms have stable dominant positions, this could lead to inefficiency, including through an absence of innovation. Although the indirect network effects make demand on each side of a platform more elastic, they also make entry by a new competitor harder. Platform start-ups will need to sustain losses on entry as they grow both sides, so in assessing the competitive landscape the likely cost of successful entry and reaching critical scale will be important.

There must be a question as to whether Google’s dominance in search can be overturned, although this might be a straightforward matter of its scale rather than the role of indirect network effects. This is an activity in which there is little multi-homing; consumers choose one search provider (Google’s share of search is about 64% in the United States, 90% globally). For advertisers, on the other side, the cost of joining a platform consists of the fixed costs of set-up on the platforms’ software, the cost of running a keyword campaign, and the cost-per-click. As the fixed cost element is high, there is a strong incentive to choose the platform (Google) that gets the most search queries. Even though the size of the positive feedback between the two sides has probably declined as Google has grown larger, a challenger search platform would need to be of better quality and reduce the fixed costs for advertisers by enough to compensate for the smaller number of consumers. This is daunting, although regulatory intervention could aim to decrease the cost of multihoming for advertisers.

There is plenty of scope for Google to degrade the quality of search results to consumers (for example, by advertising its own products more prominently) before they will move away. The fact that Google’s profit comes solely on one side also gives Google the incentive to favour the side of the advertisers, albeit at some potential cost in terms of consumer trust. It will not guarantee the quality of the advertisements shown on Google. And it does little to manage the quality and legitimacy of the companies advertising, despite occasional outcries.

And – as past and current competition cases suggest – this means Google is potentially powerful in other online markets. A number of complaints have alleged abuse of dominance due to changes in rankings or location on the page. There is evidence of the importance of ranking in determining the number of clicks a website receives; and what’s more the ranking affects click though rates through two channels, both through the access to users’ attention and through the halo effect of the search engine’s reputation on the individual websites listed. Regulators have apparently drawn different conclusions. In recent decisions about online map services, for example, a UK court gave Google a
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Facebook is another titan it might now be impossible to dislodge. Waller (2011) identifies two reasons. First, it is quite difficult to terminate an account. Users have to confirm and re-confirm after a cooling period. Even after the deactivation, Facebook owns all the information and files uploaded. Second, Facebook does not allow other websites to acquire the information uploaded. Re-posting the information to another website is simply too cumbersome for ordinary users. Yoo (2012) is also concerned about the lack of data portability may effectively block potential entrants. Users of Facebook establish their own pages bit by bit. Users have invested hundreds of hours in polishing their profile, history, photos, interests and connections. Since the content is not transferable, it makes switching to another network very costly. The locked-in relationship may significantly contribute to the consolidation of the market power of Facebook as switching is so costly; it is not clear that recent interventions such as France’s Loi sur la République Numérique will overcome this.

The digital platforms have two main kinds of argument in response to competition challenges. One is that their dominance is temporary, that the markets are winner-takes-all by nature, but the identity of the winner can change. Examples given include Microsoft’s Internet Explorer (halted in part by competition authority action) or its operating system (overtaken by technological innovation, tablets and smartphones bypassing its near-monopoly). There is clearly a possibility of competition for the market – and examples of dominance being overturned even in social networking.

A second argument is that there is dominance but it increases consumer welfare through the capture of indirect network externalities, and to deconstruct the market position would be to harm consumers. This is clearly true but it is not possible to evaluate the argument in any specific context without a means of evaluating the size of those gains, the division of welfare as between suppliers, consumers and the platform, and the dynamic consequences. There is a great need for more empirical work on the size of the gains, although some research has taken creative approaches.

Economists have for now left competition authorities with more questions than answers. How big are the consumer gains from network effects? How should they be weighed against dynamic costs such as reduced future innovation? How important is the possibility of multi-homing or switching? And to what extent does consumer psychology need to be taken into account (see section on ‘free’)? Is entry feasible or rather unfeasibly costly, especially when it comes to the handful of digital titans? Joshua Gans has argued that any disruptive entry will take the form of ‘supply side’ disruption in the shape of a new technology, just as it took smartphone technology not to displace the Windows position in the OS market, but to make it less relevant to the things consumers want to do.

As markets can ‘tip’, to create a dominant player as with Google in search, should regulators be considering some ex ante regulation, or alternatives like regulation on open standards, to keep open a possibility of entry? Certainly, competition decisions would ideally be made more quickly. It is not the business of competition authorities to select between business models. But the more platforms of huge scale behave like markets or exchanges than like conventional businesses, the greater the public interest in ensuring they observe fair rules to preserve competition.

There is a deeper question, however. The competitive assessment and the welfare assessment diverge for two reasons. One is that platforms crystallise external benefits, only some of which they capture. Additional consumer benefits therefore need to be considered alongside competition analysis.
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The other is that competing platforms choose their price structure to balance participation between the sides and prices will target the marginal supplier and consumer. The prices chosen are unlikely to be those that will maximise social welfare, as the socially optimal prices would address the average rather than the margin. Do these wedges between market outcomes and social welfare mean competition authorities should shift their focus from a competitive assessment to a welfare assessment? Or are there just too many dangers in reverting to a policy framework that distinguishes between public interest and competitive outcomes?

In short, economics has yet to deliver practical anti-trust tools to competition regulators, to enable them to draw up theories of harm in platform markets of different kinds, and implement them empirically. As one authoritative survey puts it: “The relevant theory, at least in its current stage of development, yields fewer clear predictions, and there is relatively little empirical work from which one can draw general lessons.” However, general lessons are exactly what is needed. The future growth of platforms will benefit from predictable principles of competition assessment; the principles need to be rooted on a thorough welfare assessment.

Conclusions

This brief overview of the work already done and still to do on the economics of platforms has already raised a wide range of issues. These are difficult and often pressing questions, and researchers have a responsibility to ensure the public debate is well informed by the evidence and analysis they can provide.

Given that the large digital platforms are almost all US-based and Silicon Valley funded, there are questions about power, politics and nationality that economists have tried to avoid for many decades. The presence of such powerful companies in media and search has a political dimension of course. Americans are inclined to believe policy interventions such as the European Commission’s investigation into Google are nationalistic. This is symptomatic of a deep-seated belief in Silicon Valley that the interests of the digital platforms and the interests of consumer are aligned. Although the consumer benefits of digital platforms are immense, the Silicon Valley giants would be more persuasive about their good intentions if they would acknowledge some of the genuine issues raised by market dominance and the tactics of some big US companies. For a fundamentally nationalist approach to digital platforms, China offers some clear examples of strategic, national approaches to the market. The prism of nationality gives a distorted picture of social or consumer welfare, especially given the risk of policy makers paying too much attention to special pleading by incumbent industries. But the dynamics of platform markets point to the importance of scale and the tendency for one platform to dominate. Europe has not grown its own large platforms. There are no doubt several reasons, including the lack of the scale of funding available in Silicon Valley and the absence of barriers to external competition protecting Chinese platforms.

Another area where platforms may be challenging long-held assumptions concerns the distinction between private and public sector. Digital goods have the characteristics of public goods. Platforms are furthermore able to internalize indirect network externalities and capture efficiencies from improved matching and the flow of information. These features stand in sharp contrast to the assumptions economics typically makes about private sector firms. Some critics of the big US platforms are troubled by the possibility that we are ‘outsourcing the commons’ to for-profit (and foreign) corporations. Examples given include Uber’s supposed ambitions to provide public transport in the form of a fleet of autonomous cars; Parker providing app users with information about where to find public parking spots; Waze providing crowd-sourced traffic information to manage the flow of vehicles on busy roads, and avoid speed cameras or radar traps.

This can be asked the other way. Why should sharing economy platforms not provide public goods and services if they do so more efficiently than public authorities can manage? Taxpayers might get better services, more closely matched to their preferences. Equivalently, why are public services not
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imitating the platform model? After all, the original sharing platforms, outside the for-profit sector, were very much conceived as providers of public goods.

There are some important macroeconomic issues worth mentioning. One of these is the tax question, often in the headlines. While the use of low tax jurisdictions and intra-company payments to minimize tax bills is common to all multinationals, the measurement and enforcement issues are extremely tricky in the case of digital platforms with intangible products and no obvious geographical location for much of their activity.

The reshaping of traditional supply chains into platforms with many smaller suppliers on one side calls into question the traditional categories of employers and workers. This has been particularly controversial in the case of the ‘sharing’ economy, often called the ‘gig economy’ in the US with the implication of the casualization of labour. The employment status of ‘partners’ or suppliers is being tested in a number of US legal cases. In time the tests for self-employment normally used by tax authorities will no doubt be updated to cover such activity. However, there are some wider policy questions. Much public policy in the past, from parental leave and the collection of tax to management and provision of pensions and training, have been implemented through the vehicle of employers, and with a presumption that most people have a sufficiently strong employment relationship with a firm to make this approach viable. This seems unlikely to last much longer. All of these social policies will need reshaping around provision to the individual.

In addition to the work place policy issues, there is also the question of why the ferment of digital business activity, and disruption of many business sectors by dynamic platform entrants, has coincided with a flat (labour and multifactor) productivity performance in so many OECD economies. Solow’s famous 1987 productivity paradox has re-emerged since 2007. Is this coincidence? Is it an artifact of the categories and measurements used to calculate productivity? Does it mean a great deal of complementary investment and organizational change will be needed to crystallise the productivity potential of the platforms? Is it a sign that the competition mechanism, or force of creative destruction, that normally brings about aggregate productivity improvements, has stopped functioning in the world of digital platforms?

Finally, there is a real need for better data to understand all the issues raised here. In my own work currently I am looking at the implications of the digital economy for aggregate economic statistics, as there are some significant analytical and practical challenges. The current legal framework for official statistics does not extend to the US-based digital platforms, and these need to be required to provide more information to statistical offices. While web scraping techniques will be one path to improving data collection, it has limited reach and can be altered at any time when the platforms change their algorithms or the public information they provide.\textsuperscript{61} Other than that, all the data so far available for studying digital platforms has been provided on a case by case basis by the platforms themselves. They must provide the basic information policy makers need to do their job in serving citizens with a legal and regulatory framework that benefits society as a whole. Ensuring better access to data is an important issue that deserves to feature prominently on the policy agenda.

It is not surprising that there are many important research and public policy questions raised by platforms, a rapidly growing and novel form of organising economic activity. In the public debate there has been a tendency, perhaps understandable, to focus on the threats to established ways of doing business. But it is more important to ensure the knowledge and policies are in place to take advantage of the opportunities. Platforms provide compelling benefits to their millions of users. Europe needs more of them, and the sooner we have a policy landscape establishing the principles of competition and regulation, the better.

\textsuperscript{61} Quattrone et al (2016)
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